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Rotunda
Activity Fee
Increase
Serves Purpose

Longwood's Future
Growth Outlined

By DINA M. DAWSON.
Students must adhere to sev
New. Staff
eral guidelines In order to get a
The Longwood College activity part of the money, making sure
fee. charged to each full time their club or organization Is
student and collected during the open to the entire student poppayment of room, board, and
ulation. Is beneficial to the entire
tuition marks one price that the student population, and constudents actually have control ducts programs that the college
community can enjoy and leam
over here on the campus.
The fee. which has Increased from.
thirty three percent this year,
Student groups who ask for
resulted "In fifty thousand dolmore than $1,000 from the aplars more" to be given to student propriations committee must
groups and clubs. Mrs. Amy appear In person before the
Eberly. treasurer of the college, committee describing what their
said that "usually ninety thou
group wishes to use the money
sand dollars" per year Is given to for. In deciding If a particular
such clubs and student groups group or club receives as much,
but that particular sum of or more, money as they were
money always seemed to be "Just given the year before the appronot enough to go around".
priations committee makes sure
Despite the fact that the Inthat the group's financial books
crease was not a popular Idea received a favorable audit, and
among the college's administrathat the group actually used the
tion. It was voted on by the stumoney they were given for those
dents last February. The Idea of purposes reported to the approIncreasing the fee originated priations committee.
with the Student Government
This year twenty-five groups
Association and was brought to have already been given money
the attention of Mrs. Eberly. who and Mrs. Eberly says she exserves as the advisor to the ap- pects the committee to hear
propriations committee of that from ten to fifteen more groups
association.
during the appeals process.
The Job of being the advisor
A 'big chunk of the money,
was left to Mrs. Eberly by her over $80,000 was already given
predecessor and makes sense to to the Student Union, who the
her since she writes all the fund was established for."
checks for the college from their
With an Increase in the
different funds. Even though amount of money collected and
Mrs. Eberly Is the advisor she more money that Is available to
has no voting privileges In the clubs and organizations Mrs.
business conducted by the Stu- Eberly says that students will be
dent Government Association able "to choose from a better
Appropriations Committee.
quality of speakers and clubs
In addition to Increasing this depending on how the groups
year from $60. to $80. the Stu- use their money." Because of
dent Government Association the fee students are able to get
recommended that the fee go up Into most all programs, speakers
to $20 more a year for the next and activities free of charge.
As far as using the fee Mrs.
two years.
The money from the student Eberly stated that Longwood
activity fee. which this year re- puts on the programs for Its
sulted In $150,000 is available students and that Its their
to any SGA approved student money "whether they use It or
not."
activity group who apply for It.

Oktoberfest
Events
Announced
By BETTY BRYANT
To The Rotunda
Longwood will celebrate Ok
toberfest and Family Day on
Saturday. Oct. 12. More than
1.500 guests are expected to Join
Longwood students, faculty, and
staff for a full schedule of events.
Programs for prospective students and their parents are
scheduled from 8:30 a.m. to
noon Saturday. Included are
tours of »he campus and Informational sessions on choosing
an academic major, campus life,
and financial aid.
The Dick Williamson Memorial Golf Tournament begins at
10 a.m. on the Longwood golf
course.
The Society of Families will
have a meeting at 10:30 a.m. in
Lancer Gym. All parents of
Longwood students are Invited
to attend the meeting.
The Oktoberfest parade starts
at 11:45 a.m. on Pine Street, fol
lowed by the opening of the
Midway and Main Stage at noon
on Lankford and Slubbs Malls.

The Faculty Art Show and the
Senior Show by Julie Walther
will be open from 1 to 5 p.m. In
Bedford Gallery and the Showcase Gallery.
Most student organizations will
have booths on the Midway offering foods, games, and a variety of mementos.
Entertainment throughout
the afternoon on the Main Stage
Includes skits by the Longwood
Players and performances by the
Lancer Line drill team, the Association of Black Students'
choir, and Sigma Alpha lota and
Phi Mu Alpha music fraternities..
Art students will be "recreating
great masterpieces on the
sidewalk. In the European
tradition."
The Longwood Company of
Dancers will give performances
al 12:30. 1. and 1:30 p.m. in
the Dance Studio of Lancer II.ill
The Catallnas synchronized
swimming club will perform at 1
and 2 p.m. In lancer Pool.
(continued on page 4)

By JENNIFER WYATT
Staff Reporter
On March 15. 1989 the Board
of Visitors of Longwood College
approved of the college's first
Strategic Plan after meeting with
the college faculty and staff and
the local Community Advisory
Committee.
The Strategic Plan Is a listed
document of about 35 goals and
151 objectives that provide a
framework to guide Longwood's
future development and growth.
Some of these goals and objectives have already been
achieved, some have been added
In response to new demands of
Longwood. and some have been
revised to fit the needs of changing circumstances concerning
Longwood College Itself, the economic recession, and major
budget cuts.
all throughout the month of
September and continuing into
October. College Forums open to
the public and meetings of the
College Council have been
formed to further review and
discuss revisions to this document.
A final draft has been scheduled to be presented to the
Board of Visitors on October 28.
1991.
The most Important objective
of Longwood College Is to pro-

vide a baccalaureate and about 3.500 students.
graduate degree curriculum thai
By accomplishing these goals,
Is distinguished by academic Longwood seeks to become the
excellence. The college and best medium-sized, comprehencommunity believes that this sive college In the Virginia syscan be achieved by appointing tem of higher education and one
faculty members committed to of the best In the United States.
The college administration
their teaching profession In the
highest standards of promoting wishes to provide the public with
research and/or creative a summary of the most Impor
pursuits.
tant goals the college wants to
Among goals that have alaccomplish In the next two
ready been achieved, are the esyears.
tablishment of cooperative prolhe nexl major planning regrams with other Institutions of vision has been scheduled to
take place In the fall of 1994.
higher education and the requirement of students to fulfill
Goals have also been estabGeneral Education guidelines to lished to provide an atmosphere
promote commitment In the lib
of Individual and group develeral arts.
opment, and policies and proceLongwood wishes to continue dures have been discussed in
as well to improve upon these order to maintain students' attwo aspects of the college by es- tainment at Longwood and In
tablishing more varieties of pro
the future.
mal and pre-professlonal
Having a strong bond with
programs for enrolled students.
public service and economic deMore emphasis In the future velopment for Virginia citizens is
will be placed on the need to im
of vital Importance. Goals are
prove the quality of students being discussed to provide more
who attend Longwood College. It varieties of credit and noncredlt
is hoped that the college will atContinuing Education programs.
tract a balance In gender with
Longwood seeks to Inform as
greater attendance by the mi
well as entertain the community
nority, disabled, graduate, and Inside and outside of Longwood
international students. This will
with concerts, public lectures
create a more diverse student and plays, as well as other
body. In the future. Longwood events: most of these dealing
plans to Increase enrollment to
with cultural understanding.

Longwood also seeks to Improve
Its campus facilities to Increase
the Involvement of community
groups on campus.
Longwood Is still revising new
ways to focus on the total
development of students
through their Intellectual, per
sonal. social, and career needs
and qualities. Objectives are be
lng discussed to see that these
Ideas not only take place Inside,
but outside of the classroom and
dormitories.
Student development will be
enhanced as Longwood contln
ues to utilize Its predominant
residential nature. It Is a goal of
Longwood to provide educational
programming that will unify
academic and living environments. The needs of students
living off campus and enrolled In
graduate studies programs are
also being taken Into considers
tlon as lhe College Council continues to settle on a final draft of
goals.
Longwood seeks to provide
the community with a wide
range of educational, economic,
library, and cultural services
which will serve the college as a
valuable
laboratory
for
experiences In learning and
mutual enrichment.

Proposed Bill
Would Restore
Student Aid Cuts

By AMY REYNOLDS
(CPS) — IPs an age-old complaint among college students
struck In the middle — their
parents make Just enough
money to disqualify them for
financial aid. but they need
financial help.
Many students, parents and
educators say they are tired of a
system that favors the rich and
the poor and leaves out those Inbetween. Now, the problems of
middle-Income families struggling to educate their children
have caught the attention of leg
lslators and administrators.
And some colleges have come
up with Innovative programs to
help students caught In the
middle-class money squeeze.
On Sept. 26 the United States
Student Association, a student
lobbying group, convinced the
House subcommittee on Postsecondary Education that middle-Income families need help.
In the draft reauthorizing the
Higher Eduction Act. USSA had
an Impact on several changes
made. One of the most dramatic
was the establishment of Pell
Grants as an entitlement under
which every eligible student can
receive grant assistance.
The Higher Eduction Act Is
reviewed every five years, and
the Pell Grant's maximum
amount Is recommended In advance to the Appropriations

Committee.
As an entitlement, the Higher
Education Committee would
take the current discretionary
function away from the Appro
priauons Committee. For exam
pie, If $5 million were the fund
ing recommendation. $5 million
would be what the Appropriations Committee would have lo
authorize rather than using thai
figure as a celling.

Educational Opportunity Grant
program (from $499 million to
$600 million), the State Student
Incentive Grant program (from
$85 million to $125 million) and
the College Work-Study program
(from $650 million to $900
million).
• Excluding home, farm and
business equltlee from the gov
ernment's need analysis of fam
Hies.
• Reducing the portion of a
dependent student's Income ex
pet ted to go to college expenses
from 70 percent to 50 percent.
• Eliminating the double

counting of students' savings.
Although the bill is only In
draft stages. USSA Is confident
the changes will remain for the
bill's final pas
In a prepared statement.

\ president Tajel shah says

Other USSA changes In the

draft Included:
• |n<
euthorind fund
lng

for

the

Supplcm*

"Students have seen their edu
catlonal eccese Increasingly
threatened by the erosion ol
us and USSA Is or
ganlzlng to reverse this trend."
Colleges and universities
across the country are doing
their part as well.
..inning In the 1992 93
school year. Anllo< h ( allege In
Yellow Springs. Ohio. Is offering
one of the most generous aid
packages on record i<>r middle
Income students m\<\ their fam
Hies.

Antloch offers Middle Income
Assistance Program loans at
zero-Interest. If the loan recipient graduates, the loan Is forgiven. Students can receive a
maximum of $7,000 each year.
"This Is the only forgivable
loan program for middle Income
families." says Jim Mann. Anil
och public relations counsel, "a
number of people are doing
other things like forgiving half of
the loan...but I think the other
pale In comparison."
Il.utwlck College In Oneonu.
N.Y.. established Its Parent Aid
Loan Program about eight years
ago. offering low Interest, pal
lially forgivable loans to middle
Income students.
Hartwlck's loan program offers students a maximum of
$2,000 a year during their
freshman and sophomore years.
II two thirds of the loan Is repaid
within six months of graduation,
the remaining one third Is

forgiven.
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Editorial 1

Letter To The Editor

SOME RANDOM NOTES ON
THE DINING HALL
It seems to me thai since the
beginning of this year, the food
In Blarkwell dining hall has
Improved somewhat over lusi
year. Longwood, I have always
heard, has better food than
many other college campuses,
and based on my own expert
ences. I would say this was true.
While Longwood food Is good
enough, though, it could still be
better. 1 have talked to many
students who agree with me on
this Issue, and I will use this
two part editorial as a sort of fo
rum to discuss their ideas along
with my own.
I list of all. before I say any
thing about the food. I'll tackle
the cutlery. Several times I have
reached for utensils and found
them to be dirty, with pieces of
dried food stuck on them. This Is
not very often, but it does happen. I have found this to be the
case with the trays sometimes
as well. For the most part, the
dining hall Is very sanitary, but
every now and then one will find
things like this. This needs to be
watched.
Second, there Is the problem
of the food Itself. There Is no way
I could go through each meal
that Is served here and to say

what Is good or bad about It.
(not that I am any sort of a
culinary critic, anyhow), but
there are several things which
occui constantly and which I
know bother students. Let me
begin by talking about chicken.
How many ways can one prepare
chicken? I*retty many — chicken
Is served at practically almost
every meal save breakfast In the
dining hall. Sometimes It is
good, sometimes not. but In any
case, people are tired of It. There
needs to be some variation.
Chicken Is all right one. two or
even three times a week, but any
more than that is pushing it.
Some other problems with the
food: overcooked pasta, tough
meat, stale bread and cereals,
mushy fruits and vegetables,
and watery soup. I realize how
difficult it must be to prepare
three meals a day for 2.0000+
people on a limited budget, but I
feel confident that most of these
problems can be avoided at no
expense to anyone. The chicken
problem would require money,
but the rest of these problems
are, for the most part questions
of carelessness and poor timing.
Third, there Is the problem of
the soda and milk machines. I
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think the operative word here Is
'temperamental." Sometimes
they will work fine, and other
times they might not work at all.
Looking at only the soda ma
chines for a minute, sometimes
they will pour out with no problems, and other times it Is almost as If they are vomiting the
drinks out and they spray out all
over you and the counter. And
sometimes, you might get either
all carbonated water or all
syrup, you don't know which.
This is another problem which
needs to be checked as well.
This editorial Is not being
written to criticize anyone, only
to discuss certain problems with
the dining hall. As I said before,
the dining hall Is better this
year, and people notice the effort
that has been put forth to make
it so. For example, the salad bar
Is much better. More work still
needs to be done, though. If
Longwood wants to keep Its
reputation as having some of the
best campus food In the state of
Virginia.
Christopher Jones.
Editor

Editor. The Rotunda.
I am writing In regard to a
situation that has really disturbed me. I attended Dr.
Spragues British Literature
class on Thursday. September
26 to find that a replacement
teacher had been assigned to Instruct the class for the rest of
the semester. I would like to
comment on the teacher's
tactless behavior concerning Dr.
Spragues death, and how she
Intended on carrying out the
semester. It Is understandable
that another teacher needed to
step In to finish out the

semester, but It should and
could have been handled In a
much more sensitive and
professional manner. The
replacement teacher was very
rude and disrespectful not only
to the students but to Dr.
Sprague. At one point, the
teacher asked to see a copy of
the quiz question that we had
been assigned a couple of weeks
ago. After reading it. she rudely
said, That's a quiz!" Throughout
the class her behavior was so
Insensitive that students found
themselves looking at each other
In disbelief.

I realize that it would be Impossible for anyone to fill Dr.
Spragues shoes, but in dealing
with such a tragic situation, one
certainly would not expect the
replacement teacher to use such
an Insensitive and condescending approach as his or her tactic
to gain class acceptance and respect. It was hard enough for us
to deal with the loss of such a
special teacher, without having
to deal with a teacher who
forced us to defend ourselves
and Dr. Sprague s intentions.
-Name withheld by request

To Be or Not To Be.
Voting Member
By Erin McCay
That is the question, at least
In regard to freshmen and their
role in the SGA According to the
Student Government Association
constitution, a first year
student's role in governing
should be minimal, at best. Out
of nineteen possible voting positions on the SGA Senate, only
four may be held by freshmen.
And of those four, only one Is
held exclusively by a freshman.
As I understand It. the ratio
nale behind this rule Is that
first-year students need time to
become acclimatized to Long
wood. They also need, according
to some, the opportunity to establish the GPA's.
For all Intents and purposes,
we are all now considered
adults. Why then this restrlc
tlon? If it has to do with grades,
please consider that It is just as

possible that a senior fall to get
a 2.0 and be forced to resign
from SGA office as It is for a
freshman. And if the problem Is
the lack of an established GPA.
freshmen are given their
midterm grades quite soon Into
their first semester. Couldn't
these serve the same function as
an established GPA. until the
first semester GPA became
available? One must assume
that the professors who record
our midterm grades did not
simply create them out of mid
air.
As a group, freshmen com
prise roughly one-fourth of the
student body, and therefore pro
vide approximately the same
one-fourth of the student activity
fees. I feel that we definitely
deserve a greater voice In how
that money Is spent, In addition

to having the opportunity to adequately express our views on
policies that affect us. We are. as
has been stressed to us constantly since Preview, adults. An
Integral part of maturity Is
making your own choices and
taking your own chances, a
prime example of which Is balancing school, social life, and
extracurricular activities.
Freshmen are expected to act
like adults at Longwood College.
Therefore, we should be given
the full rights and responsibilities accorded other adult members of the Longwood community.
Erin McCay is a first-year
history major and President of
the Commuter Student Association.

The Political Corner
with Keith Johnson
WHATS NEXT
Do you know much about the
Midd;

Well. If not consider the possibility of nuclear weapons that
would be capable of striking
Saudi Arabian. Israeli and
targets. Until the Gulf War most
Americans had no knowledge of
the Iraqi potential for building
nuclear arms. Now with the evl
deuce supported by documents
and the finding of over .
pieces of equipment that were to
be used In the centrifuge method
of em letting uranium.
Americans see the threat
lingers still in the Middle I
As tensions rose last week
over the Attainment of a U.N.
Inspection team for mote tl
many Americana like my
self began to wondei II the
military Involvement In the Mid
die East had only temporarily
subsided. U.S. Military officials
last week claimed that more t' S
supplies and missiles still con
Untie to be transported to the
Middle East .\\u\ that man.
spy satellites may be redirected
on the region lor close observation A Stable U.S. fleet still op

erates in the Gulf region and
many of these ships are capable
of launching the deadly Tomahawk cruise missiles that are
equipped with 1000 pound war-

heada
It was found after close Inspection by the U.N. team that
Iraq definitely has been working
on the creation of a reliable detonatton system for nuclear
weapons, and showed the possible production plans for a surrfac< missile that
lid be used as a delivery sysThe U.N. special commission
suggested that a ban be placed
on Iraq's nuclear power program
and that any nuclear activity
should be limited to medical research such as the use of Isotopes Iraq lied to the world
when It claimed that It had no
nut lear weapons program and
many feel Iraq would lie again If
given the Opportunity to rebuild
its nucteai p"rrgy program.
Many rrltlts < lalrrt that a nuc leai em rj
n would be a
shield fof nucleai weapons re
search. Thus, an Indefinite
numlcr of Inspections of Iraqi
sites has also been proposed by
the commission in hopes of

slowing Baghdad's intentions on
completing a nuclear device.
The next question Is how to
effectively monitor these sites in
the future and should military
Intervention be dismissed? How
long will our presence be needed
In the gulf region? It would seem
that our presence In the gulf is
still needed and will continue to
be for several years to come.
Also, a last concern of many
Individuals Is how far will President Bush go before taking further steps to reduce or destroy
Iraq's nuclear potential? Many
feel that this task could be done
by air attacks; however, as Iraq's
was found by the U.N. Special
commission a great deal of Iraq's
nuclear materials were burled in
the sand throughout Iraq.
So It would seem that we are
going to have to dig a little
deeper if we wish to locate all of
Saddam's weapons and even
then how effective are we going
to be?
It will be an answer only time
will tell, but one that every individual In the United States
should be concerned about)
Keith Johnson Is a senior political science major at Longwood.
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Ambassadors' Set the Tone
By TAMMI TITCOMB
Staff Writer
Longwood Ambassadors who are they and what do they
do?
The Ambassadors are a group
of fifty four students who volun
teer their time and efforts to the
college in many ways. The orga
nizatlon was established In the
fall of 1982 for the purpose of
enlisting students at Longwood
to promote the general welfare of
the college. The Ambassadors

are affiliated with and responsible to the Vice President of In
stitutlonal Advancement.
The Longwood Ambassadors
serve as the college's official student hosts for activities
throughout campus. Such ac
tlvlties range from providing
tours of the college to perspective students and visitors to
decorating the Don-Ills" Christmas tree.
Each Ambassador devotes

their time to giving two weekday
and one weekend tour per
semester. They can also be seen
giving tours during Oktoberfest
and Spring weekend.
Helping the Admissions Office
recruit new students to Longwood Is Just a small part of Ambassador Involvement. The organization participates In such
activities as handing out programs at basketball games,
helping out with the Honors

Banquet and taking part In
Founders Day and Homecoming
events.
The Ambassadors are also In
charge of Oozeball every Spring
Weekend. All proceeds from tills
event go Into a scholarship fund.
The Ambassadors also participate In the Annual Parents and
Alumni Telefund Campaign. The
purpose of the campaign Is to
raise unrestricted money for
programs and scholarships.

Explore Spain
By ANTHONY FERRAR A. JR.
Staff Writer
Does "La Costa del Sol" or
Madrid sound appealing? Then
why not consider the FORSPRO
program? Next summer Longwood College will be offering a
program, headed by Dr. Maria
Silveira of the English. Philosophy, and Modern Languages
department, to study at the University of Madrid for three
weeks.
FORSPRO stands for Foreign
Study programs and is run out
of Miami. College students can
choose from two "University
Programs." both programs In
elude three weeks of study at the
University of Madrid In Madrid.
Spain. You can choose from
eight courses In such areas as:
Spanish Culture and Civilization. Advanced Spanish Conversation, and The Legend of Don
Juan. Each course Is three
credits and you can take six to
nine credit hours, depending on
the program that you select.
Many of these classes are taught
in English, and Spanish Is not

necessary for this trip, but it
does help.
Robin Haywood, a senior
Spanish major, went on the
FORSPRO Spanish program
during the summer of 1990 with
Dr. Silveira. She says that she
went not only because It Is a requirement of language majors to
study abroad, but because she
was interested In Spain. She
commented that "Spain Is incredibly hot In the summertime."
Robin took a Spanish culture
class which was taught In
English. She said overall she
enjoyed the trip.

the Modern Languages
Department. There are several

If you are a Modern
Languages Major with a
concentration in Spanish, then
maybe you should consider this
chance to study Spanish In a
Spanish university. Even if you
aren't a Modern Languages
Major, then you can still go on
this trip and broaden your
education. For more Information
on this program, and a host of
other foreign study programs,
you can contact any member of

By CAROL CAMPO
SUff Writer
Who has the Oktoberfest
Spirit?
With Oktoberfest Just around
the comer, many groups and or
ganlzatlons are preparing for the
big weekend of events and
festivities.
One group that tends to stick
out are the Spirit Leaders. If you
were not aware, they are the
people seen dancing around
every Oktoberfest wearing red
and green German outfits.
These Individuals are selected
by members of Gelst. They are
not chosen on the basis of how
many clubs and organizations
they are Involved in. but on their
enthusiasm for Longwood. Six

Kennedy was "a positive role of a situation and have the con
model who taught classes that fldence I can deal with It."
Karate means "having control
bonded In a fellowship of the
over my body" said Nellie
whole striving for the next goal."
The main objective for having Queslnberry.
Chip Wells said "the contia Karate Club at Longwood acnous building on what I have alcording to Gilbert Is to have
"students who are willing to ready learned teaches me how to
make goals and complete them."
learn the artform and want to
He wants to get an orange belt
progress." The club was started
before the semester ends.
to help students focus on a given
Dave Gamache's goal Is to
task, deal with stress, time
"reach
for the yellow belt before
management and teach them
graduation this December."
Self discipline.
Guy Hazlegrove wants to
With the physical and mental
desire to learn and push "obtain greater flexibility"
through Karate.
through the exercises, any
Brenda Campell Harris would
student can do Karate. Gilbert
like greater strength and flexisaid. "I can motivate people to
bility also "to get my first belt."
perform, but the individual has
A new member Maria Potts
to have the will to learn."
Any Longwood student may felt comfortable with the club
Join the club on Mondays and and came to learn self-defense.
None of the Karate Club
Wednesdays from 8-9 p.m. for
beginners and from 9-10 p.m. members have had to use the
for advanced in the basement of art in defense, but all members
Tabb. The cost is $15 for five agreed they would be able to
stop an aggressive situation If it
weeks of Instruction.
Karate Club does more than arose.
The club takes pride In the
Just exercise and workout, they
are planning to conquer the moral codes especially, "If attacked you have the right to stop
ropes course this semester.
Marc Edwards said. "Karate is the attack using Karate so that
good exercise. I can take control you are safe" said Gilbert.

THE LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE
INVITES YOU TO STOP BY FOR YOUR
EVERYDAY SHOPPING NEEDS...
•TEXTBOOKS
•TRADE BOOKS
•SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
•CASSETTE/CD'S
•IMPRINTED
CLOTHING

•HEALTH &
BEAUTY
PRODUCTS
•MAGAZINES
•FILM
PROCESSING
•GREEK ITEMS

and

grants

Spirit Leaders
Stick Out

Karate Club Kicks Out
By LLNDA CAROLE WRIGHT
SUff Writer
Control over the mind and
body with the flexibility to perform any self-defense movements make Karate an artibrm.
"A man that has achieved
mastery of an art reveals It in
every action. Samaurl Maximcode of conduct" Scott Gilbert,
director or Longwood's Karate
Club. said. This statement is one
of the many that he follows as
an Instructor of Karate.
Tae Kwon Do. a Korean artform of self-defense Is taught by
Gilbert at Longwood. He said.
"Striving for perfection of character based on integrity and humility and taking responsibility
for my actions builds a strong
character" through the Karate
discipline.
Gilbert's success at the art Is
a direct result of seven years of
training for a second degree
black belt.
He has taught for five years
under certification and also
teaches at Longwood. He has
studied at Master Dong's studio
under Jim Kennedy who taught
Mr. Gilbert self-confidence and
the ability to succeed. Mr.

scholarships
available.

•IMPRINTED
MEMORABILIA
•GREETING
CARDS
•COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

Individuals from each class are
selected for these positions.
Taline Akserayllan. member of
Gelst and responsible for the
Spirit Leaders, stated that the
Spirit Leaders "exemplify the
spirit we (Gelst) wish to
promote."
Along with the German
dances they perform, the Spirit
Leaders also work the beer garden, chalk the sidewalks with
"Spirit" logos, participate In the
parade and color wars and help
things run smoothly throughout
the weekend.
Oktoberfest will take place
October 11-13. Come out and
Join the fun. help Gelst and the
Spirit Leaders carry on the
Longwood tradition...SPIRIT.
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Listening Key
Goal for Peer
Helpers
By LINDA CAROLE WRIGHT
SUff Writer
Students of Longwood who
listen objectively, confidentially
and respectfully make up the
working team of peer helpers.
Peer helpers received the 199091
Most
Outstanding
Organization award. Listening
and helping the peer solve his
problem are the key goals of
peer helpers. Helpers are trained
for guiding "students In working
out their own problems'
according to Diane Majewskl. a
Junior peer helper. Melissa Lake,
a sophomore peer helper said,
the purpose of the Peer Helper
program Is to Improve the health
and well being of young people
through
peer
listening,
education and referral."
Knowing the location of many
resources on campus and
having the knowledge to solve
basic human difficulties. Miss
Majewskl said. "We have many
pamphlets and brochures that
serve as resources to us and
other students." Miss Lake, who
Is In training for becoming next
year's coordinator, said "We do
not preach or advise or Judge
people, we listen to them and
accept them." Peer helpers are
able to deal with any problem
that could arise personal,
academic or social; they are
willing to listen.
The helpers also work In
conjunction with Counseling
Services located at French first
floor. If an Issue Is too difficult
for a peer helper to handle, Miss
Majewskl said, "the helper will
give a referral to Wayne O'Brien
in Counseling."
Many activities are sponsored
through peer helpers. At
Christmas, the Angel tree pro-

vides opportunity for the Long
wood community to give. Less
fortunate families of the surrounding community receive
gifts. To help out your corn mu
nlty. look for the Angel tree In
the Rotunda at Christmas time
and spread a little Joy.
Educational programs such
as the HIV and STD program,
time management, stress, study
skills, ethics and decisions, and
goal setting are given to Inform
students of "the Issues of today
according to Miss Lake. These'
programs and more can be given
to halls, small groups, and organizations. Contact peer
helpers to keep students aware
of the social changes and
sponsor a program.
The most popular program Is
the HIV and STD one. It lasts an
hour and gives Information on
all sexually transmitted diseases. A scenario of a male and
female before sex Is Included as
well as the teaching of the
proper use of contraceptives.
Giving out free sample and
lollipops are Incentives for
attendance.
In order to become a peer
helper a written application and
oral Interview are required during the fall semester. A student
will train the following spring
semester to become an active
helper In the fall. To obtain more
Information contact Hill Wilson,
the program coordinator or any
peer helper.
The peer helpers office Is located In the Rotunda next door
to Phyllis Mables". the vice president for student affairs, office.
Doors are open from 10 a.m.
until 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday. The phone number is
395 2057.

$2.00
OFF
A Great Love Goes Here
With A Little Gift,
Get It At Betsy's
Great gift ideas
priced
$1.50 - $10.50

of any
purchase
of
$5.00 or more!
Student ID Required

Located across from D.T.'s on Main.

Oh Smi'ddtewtioe
COLD SUBS

HONtr WHIST 09
irnitH ntio

For TWICE the meat, just say "Super" ...add ...
BMT (ham, genoa salami, pepperoru, bologna)
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham)
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperoru)
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna - all turkey based)
BBQ CHICKEN
TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
BBQ PORK
HAM & CHEESE
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
TURKEY & BACON DELUXE
VEGGIE
H0HIV WHliT OK
IWItM 1*140

1.00
2.99
2.99
2.79
1.89
3.29
2.79
3.49
2.79
2.89
2.89
2.89
3.29
1.89

r'^Hwir—i
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2.00
4.29
4.49
3.89
3.29
4.89
4.29
4.99
4.29
4.29
4.29
4.29
4.89
2.99

HOT SUBS

SATURDAY, OCT. 12TH
10AM - 4PM

MEATBALL
(Limited Time: Special 6'
STEAK & CHEESE (100% sirloin)
PIZZA SUB
RIB-B-Q (Our recommended choice)
Add Bacon...

69)1.99
3.09

2.99
3.39
.50

3.49
4.59
4.29
5.69
1.00

Cheese • Oniom • leltute • lomatoei • Piiklet
er • Oil
iii.. 1M, .. li.n'iii
mi

REGULAR HOURS: M-F 8AM - 5PM

PHONE 395-2084

S

Hut On ff«««fI

Multard • Mafonnaite • Hot fcpotn • Vliftfrnr

BUY A

|

IFOOTLONGI
I AND GET I
I ANOTHER I
I
I
I OF EQUAL I
I OR LESS I
I VALUE FOR I
I
I
ONLY
990
I
I

I
I
I
I
.SUBUJfiV*
I
I
I Expires 11/151/91 I

J

308 S. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE.VA.
I'HONE 392-8868
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Oktoberfest

(continued from page 1)
F'erformances In Wygal Audi
torlum Include the Lancer Edl
tlon show choir at 1 and 2 p.m..
the Jazz Band at 3 p.m.. and the
Concert Band at 4 p.m.
Games for children and some
"special features" will be offered
from 1 to 3 p.m on Wheeler
Mall, area residents are Invited
to bring their children and Join
the fun.
An International Picnic Buffet
will be served on the lawn at
Longwood House. The Kyle Davis
Band will play In the Dell during
the picnic.
The final event Saturday
evening Is "A Few of Your Fa
vorlte Things: A Celebration of
Some of America's Best Loved
Musicals." starring Pamela Arkln
and Dr. Benjamlnn Mlddaugh.
Beginning at 8 p.m. In Wygal
Auditorium, this show Is a
benefit performance with all
proceeds going to Longwood's
Theatre Scholarship Fund. Gen
eral admission is $5; Longwood
students, faculty and staff. $3.
Ms. Arkln Is a member of the
theatre faculty. She has starred
In more than 30 stage produc
tlons and also has appeared In
films and radio and TV commercials. Before coming to
Longwood last year, she pioneered a highly acclaimed
"Shakespeare In the Schools"
program In Alabama, sponsored
by that state's Council for the
Arts.
Dr. Mlddaugh is professor of
music at the University of Montevallo in Alabama, where he
teaches singing and directs the
Lyric Theatre. He has sung at
the White House. Carnegie Hall,
and with major orchestras
throughout the eastern United
States. Ms. Arkln and Dr.
Mlddaugh have performed
together for some 20 years.
On Sunday afternoon. Oct.
13. Dr. Mlddaugh will conduct a
workshop for Longwood students and area residents who
are Interested in musical
theatre. For more information on
the workshop, call Ms. Arkln at
395 2615.

Students Feel Budget Cuts
By DIN A M. DAWSON
New» Staff
Budget cuts. Two small v.
that have had big effects, not
only here on Longwood's cam
pus. but around the state of Vlr
ginla as well. Students have
certainly begun to hear more
about the subject, in addition to
feeling the effects of those two
small words on their checkbooks
and bank accounts.
This year budget cuts resulted In the amount of state
support given to Longwood to

drop from seventy one to sixty
one percent. This drop atIributed to the increases in student room, board, tuition, and
other fees depending on In state
or out of-state status.
The topic of budget cuts provided the main focus at a recent
meeting held over the past
summer Involving seventeen
presidents of institutions of
higher education from across
the state of Virginia.
The meeting, which Included
Longwood's own president. Dr.

CPPC Sponsors
Majors Fair
By AMY BIRINDELLI
Staff Witter
The Career Planning and
Placement Center Is sponsoring
a Majors Fair this fall for all in
terested students. It Is generally
Intended for students without a
declared major, but other students who are Interested In departments outside of their major
are also encouraged to attend.
Each department will set up a
table with basic information and
will have a staff member on

hand to answer questions.
Upper class students from each
department will also be available
to answer questions and give
advice.
The Majors Fair is an excellent opportunity for freshmen to
learn more about what the
Longwood academic departments have to offer.
The Majors Fair Is to be held
on Thursday. October 17. In the
Rotunda from 12 to 1 p.m.

S-UN Attends Regional
Conference

By LAURIE MYERS
Staff Writer
From September 26-29. the
Student Union Board attended
the National Association For
Campus Activities Southeast
Conference in Wtnston-Salem.
North Carolina. Longwood sent
12 representatives.
The Student Union Board, often referred to as SUN. Is responsible for bringing entertainers, lecturers, and movies to
campus. These activities are
funded by part of the student
activity fee included In each student's tuition.
At the Southeast regional. SUN took part in several awards.
Among these awards were hon
orable mention for most outstanding student delegation, and
a tie with North Carolina for best
state unit. There are eight states
The 7th Annual Leadership represented in the southeast
Conference at Virginia Beach regional.
will be held In November this
y u The Conference dates are
Friday. November 15lh through
Sunday. November 17lh.
The conference fees have been
s( I it $G5 this year. This is $10
lower than last year. Appllta
ttOM received after the deadline
(Fr. Nov. 1st) will be charged
$75.
The theme for this year's conference Is Leadership In the 21st
Century. All students Interested
In this leadership experience
should plan to attend.
Applications will be available
in the Student Union and the
Student Development Office next
week. The last date to get
applications accepted (with the
%
l.ilc charge) Is Frl.. Nov. 8th.

Leadership
Conference
Set
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When asked to comment on
the conference. Joan Mason, the
SUN advisor, said "it was a
great opportunity to network
with other colleges and view entertainment for Longwood."
A regional conference is made
up of three parts: educational
sessions, cooperative buying,
and showcases. Educational
sessions help teach ways to Im
prove student union programming and relations. Cooperative
buying is an opportunity for
several geographically close
schools to contract an artist at
the same time, which saves
money on travel and expenses.
Showcases are similar to variety
shows that give 20 minute sam
pies of college entertainers
across the United States.
NACA conference help the
Longwood Student Union Board
to bring quality entertainment to
Longwood.

William F. Dorrlll. resulted in a
twenty four page report entitled
A Report and Proposals For
Continued Improvement in Virginia Higher Education" The re
port bears the signatures of all
seventeen collegiate presidents
who not only attended the meeting, but who also helped write
the paper adding their own Ideas
and proposals. In addition, the
paper was signed by the Director
of the State Council of Higher
Education. Dr. Davles. who was
responsible for bringing the

group of collegiate presidents together.
The paper confronts the bud
get cut problem by listing the
alternatives to solve It and by
explaining what can be done to
get institutions back on track.
The four alternatives presented In the report Include getting more "money to do our work
In Virginia higher education,
without degrading the quality of
colleges and universities, or decrease size" of the colleges and
universities. A fourth alternative

is to "do a little of each over the
next ten years".
Even though the paper took
"a good part of the summer to
write". It will be presented before
the next session of the general
assembly.
Dr. Dorrill feels that the paper
will have a positive effect In getting more money for Longwood
even though we will be competing against many other Virginia
Institutions for state funds.

Kamens Speaks on
•Living With AIDS'
By MICHELE HENY
Staff Writer
The Peer Advisors hosted
David Kamens last week for his
third visit to Longwood to speak
on "Living With AIDS." In two
lectures he reached out to over
500 students. Kamens' message
was that "not everybody is Infected with AID's. but everyone
is affected."
Kamens was tested positive
for HIV (Human Immunodeficiency virus) exactly one day after his eighteenth birthday. He
started speaking to college students around the country to
urge them to value their bodies
and realize the consequences of
their choices.
For the past three years Kamens has suffered from a form
of AID's called Cyto Megalovtrus.
which has debilitated his Immune system and allowed common colds to become fatal. His
medical bills totaled $50,000
last year. Medication alone was
approximately $1.000 a month.
Referring to himself as an
"AID's victim'' is politically Incorrect, according to Kamens. He
admits that he made an unwise
decision under the Influence of
alcohol and drugs and that the

consequences are lrresverolble.
One of the stereotypes Kamens tried to combat is that
AID's is a disease only among
middle age homosexuals. He Informed the students that "85%
of persons Infected with AID's
are heterosexual." and that "20%
of people living with AID's today
were Infected when they were a
teenager."
AID's Is a disease that Is
transmitted through intravenous
drug use and unprotected vagi
nal or anal Intercourse. The disease is not transferable through
casual contact such as breathing the same air. shaking hands,
or hugging.
Every seven minutes someone
dies from the AID'S virus, and
someone is Infected every
minute. Kamens believes this Is
sue Is critical for the college
community to be aware of be
cause 1 out of every 300 college
students Is HIV*, and these fig
ures are doubling every 14
months.

Students from the audience
volunteered to participate In a
role playing event which Involved
persuading a partner to practice

safe sex. Bill Wilson, a peer
helper who was pleased with
students dialogue, commented
that it takes a lot of courage for
students to get up and talk
about such a sensitive Issue In
front of their peers.
One student remarked that
condoms sold In the vending
machines on campus are too ex
pensive. David responded by
throwing handfuls of prophylactics to the students.
Longwood Is Kamens ' favorite
school to visit because he has
become close friends with many
IT the peer helpers. When asked
why Longwood Is his preferred
college. David answered "It helps
me stay in good spirits - we go
to Macado's. hang out. and have
a good time together."
Peer helpers is a program designed to provide one on one
counseling for students that
wish to discuss confidential
problems with a peer. They also
sponsor educational programs
with an extended focus on STD's
and HIV.
Students may contact Susan
at 395-3650 to schedule appointments for counseling or
educational programs.

THE ROTUNDA NEEDS YOU!
NTERESTED IN>. Writing?
•Photography?
•Layout?
•Ad Sales - Earn $?

ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.

Come by our weekly staff
meetings at 6pm in
Conference Room III or
call 395-2120.

TIAA-CREF it building a aound
financial future lor mure than
I 111111,000 people in the education and

CREF i variable annuity oilers opportunities for growth with lour dillei nil

SOUTHGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
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their I I \\ ('KEF annuities.

HMind retirement planning.

EXPERIENCE. PERFORMANCE.
STRENGTH.

LOOK FOR SECURITY,
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Sec in n \
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SUN 1PM-10PM
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NO EXIT by Erik Andresen
THE Daily Crossword nywwiMnuitwiniah
NO DOT'S
AWCETo
FRESllMEfi
PART fbuK.

|6EFoRE YOOK PARENTS] -"POiTT LET TitEM
LOOKTXROOM VOUR
ARRIVE, CMUCK
DRAWERS?
TME
'Tftofc? 0»LTfo5£4tf|
UM-Ki00ER ft»LLOo»ft.,

PoHT LET TMEM

ANpVotfT

FOR*€T

MEET VooR r^gftsfllTo PtftMArfTiE VooR
F

5o YER ftKEMEWSoIFiiSlBURMCSE T»*ER T*AP.
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EMPLOYED MU5T WASH
THEIR HAMP5 MONTHLY.
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BE TASTE-fcSTf^RRST.
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ALL OIL SPILLS MUST
BE OEANEP UP WITHIN"
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fXX06^_

Soary 'fcuT

ADVICE To
FRESHMEN

BEFORE PRESSING,
5EARCM THROOqU
PiLE AMP SNlFT
lOUT STdrr THAT'5
NOT REALLY. TitiCT

REMEMBER THAT
COLOCtit win
RE5ToRE MANS1
ARTICLES IN AN
EMERGENCY.'

5fJirr/

IN PiRE £MERG€*ICiE5
YoU CAN PANWANPlE
CLOTHES FROM
STRANGERS

•BY THE WAY, IF
YOU IRON AN EGG
ON To YOUR
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EAT IT IN OASS^
LATER. <>\ £V
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IF •toU GET TiREP Of
POirtG LAUNDRY,
MARRY SOMEONE WH0|
WILL DO IT FOR YOU.
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ACROSS
1 Energy source
•bbr.
5 "—unto my
lee!'
10 Whence
14 Portnoy's
creator
15 Sub's eyes
16 Amour
17 Heretical
20 Big hits
21 Comedians
22 Silver peso
23 Clio or Erato
24 Reluctant
27 Dodge
31 Biography by
Freeman
32 Certain sleds
33 Wish undone
34 In a while
35 Jitly
36 Lose feathers
37 Valise
38 Gleamed
39 Meat dish
40 Abed
42 Ravel opus
43 Breathing
organ
44 — the line
45 Leave the
ship
48 Inanity
52 Perforce
54 Reposed
55 Title-holder
56 Biblical name
57 Unoccupied
58 Viands
59 —out (solve)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DOWN
Lively times
Theater seat
Listender
Kids
Guarantee
Relative ol
bingo
Certain
colonists
—jongg
Decide before
the facts are
in
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Chancy things
Function
Completed
Glfare
Unavailing
Floribundas
Chop line
Saharans
Bribable
Relative ol
a dirge
27 Taking to
court
28 Treasure —
29 Swiss mathe
matician
30 Rock prefix
32 Antler
35 Calls to mind
36 Musty
38 Reject
39 Windblown
loam
41 MissStritch
42 Gaffes
44 — down
(softened)
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45 Surreal
artist
46 Hooplea
expletive
47 Dip out water

Taboo thing
Sp kid
Food for pigs
Different
Couple
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CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
(o students or student organizations promoting our Spring
Break Packages. Good Pay &
I iin CallCMI. 1-800-423-5264
COLLEGE REP WANTED - to
disirlbute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good Income. For Information
and application write to: ColleHl.itr Marketing Services. P. O.
Box 1436. Mooresvllle. NC
28115.
FREE TRAVEL. CASH. AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPE
RIENCEIt Openings available for
Individuals or student organizations to promote the country's
most successful 8PRING
BREAK tours. Call InterCampua Programs 1-800-3276013.

Party PIC Photographers
wanted at LC. Must be eager,
responsible and re;iable. Car
and photo skills preferred.
Aspen Photo 1 800 235-5101.
RAISE $5O0...$1OO0...$15OO

FOOL G:zk y uR pic-luRE
0

RAISING

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

usoumir no mnsimm uovmc.

khz PpincE EDWARD ROOM
"FROM SAM- IpM { 2.pM-6pM I

CALL 1-800-950-8472. exl. 50

Please write the Environmental Defense Fund al
Nh. NY. \\ 10010 for a free brochure

ESFi!

PERSONALS
Dana-Dane — Hey roomie!
You're the best evert Thanx for
listening to me constantly bitch
about the "other two." — CV
LSBR Lizard

To the Pledges of Delta Zeta
AIA Pledges — You are doing
Congrats on getting your big a wonderful Job. Keep up the
sisters. You guys are fantastic! good work! — Love AIA Sisters
— Love. Your Mom

R5T

Jullanna. Danl. Lople. and
Fish, — Hey goobers! You guys
are wonderful. Thanx for all the
good times. — Love ya'll. the
other goober
Julie — You are the best 111'
sis ever. You are doing an
awesome Job with your pledge
period. I love you! — Sigma love
and mine. Liz
J.T. — Hey sexy. I'm still
watching you! Have a great day.
-S.A
Jane and Anna — Congratulations on being accepted to
Student Teach In Germany. —
We love you. A£A
On October 10. at 1:15 p.m.
in the Student Union Conference
Room 2 we. the Student Organization for Alcohol responsibility
S.O.A.R.. will be having an
interest meeting. We would like
to Invite all students Interested
In Alcohol education. Altonatlve
programing, or responsible
drinking.

MJ — Mr. Keebler Is in town.
— CC

TAKE VINCE AND LARRY'S
CRASH COURSE IN SAFETY BELTS.

INIF(D!MATII(DN NIGHTi

LESSON
ML

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A RESIDENT ASSISTANT ??

-->a

THE SELECTION PROCESS FOR SPRING RESIDENT ASSISTANT
OPENINGS IS ABOUT TO BEGIN ! !

Folks should /i mind
others to wear their saj*
belts. Remember, there could

FIND OUT MORE AT:

1J

/» n da m in a in you i

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13
7:00 PM
CONFERENCE ROOM II

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELT.

Tuesday
October 8

Wednesday
Ociober 9

Thursday
October 10

Friday
October 11

Lecture: Executive m
Rcsidence kennclh LcggelL
6:30 pm Bedford

Guitar Duo: The Runaways.
9pm Lancer Cafe

S-UN Board Meeting.
1:30pm Lankford Conference
Room II

Performing Arts Series:
The Richmond Ballet. 8pm
Jarman

Mens' Indoor Soccer. EB
due before meeting.

Movies: What About Boh?
9:00 pm Gold Room

Womens' Volleyball. EB
due before meeting.
Rotunda Sfaff Meeting:
Interested in working - come
join us. 6:00 pm Lankford
Conf. Rm. 3
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FOR MOKE INFORMATION CONTACT STEVE DEALPH AT MS-21U

Saturday
October 12

Sunday
October 13

OKTOBERFEST!

Can you feel the
spirit?

Information on events should
be submitted to the Student
Union Office in Lankford by
the Wednesday preceding the
appropriate issue of the
paper.

Monday
October 14
Lecture: Reunification of
Germany and its Effects on
the Development of Europe."
by Thomas Johnson, 7:30 pm
Bedford
Mov.es: What About Bab?
9:00 pm Gold Room

Hey Longwood ■ All the Rowdy Students are Here on
Monday Nights!!
and Tuesday, Wednesday . . .
Join us for Monday Night Football
- Gametime 9:00 pm

It's a quicker walk home from here
than anywhere off-campus!!

Lancer
Cafe
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OR
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14
7:00 PM
CONFERENCE ROOM II
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R.A. INFORMATION NIGHT

Campus Calendar
Volleyball Officials.
Application due and meeting.
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Hours
MWF 11am - 10pm
T-Th 11am - 12am
SAT 11am - 10pm
SUN 11am - 7pm

OKTOBERFEST

Saturday.October 12,1991
ADMISSIONS ACTIVITIES
Regislration & Campus Tours
Academic/Campus Life Information
9:30, 10:30,11:30 "Choosing A Major: Planning A Future"
"The Money Game: How to Play"
10:30 & 11:30

8:30 - Noon

Gold Room
Red/White/Green Rooms
Bedford Auditorium
Jarman Auditorium

9:30-11:30

Parents and Alumni Registration

Lancer Hall

10:00

Dick Williamson Golf Tournament

Golf Course

10:00-2:00

Art on the Midway ....
In the European tradition, art students will recreate
great masterpieces on the sidewalk.

10:30

Society of Families Meeting

Lancer Gym

11:45

Parade

Pine Street

12:00-4:00

Midway & Main Stage

Lankford & Stubbs Mall

12:30,1:00,1:30

Longwood Company of Dancers

Lancer Hall Dance Studio

1:00-2:30

Career Planning & Placement
Information Tent

Lankford Mall

1:00&2:00

Lancer Edition Performances

Wygal Auditorium

1:00 - 3:00
1:00-4:00

Children's Games
Biergarten

Wheeler Mall
Lancer Cafe

1:00-5:00

Faculty Art Show
Senior Art Show

Bedford Gallei
Showcase Gallery
lIlG

1:00&2:00

Performances by the Catalinas

Lancer Pool

3:00

Jazz Band Performance

Wygal Auditorium

4:00

Concert Band Performance

Wygal Auditorium

i

4:30 - 6:30
International Picnic Buffet
Longwood House
(PLEASE NOTE: Dinner will QQt be served in the Dining Hall. Shuttle bus
will run from Lankford Building to Longwood House and back, starting at 4:15 and
continuing to 6:45 p.m. Faculty and staff may buy buffet tickets at the Alumni Office.)
4:30 - 6:30

The Kyle Davis Band

Longwood Dell

"A Few of Your Favorite Things:
Wygal Auditorium
A Celebration of Some of America's Best Loved Musicals"
by Dr. Benjamin Middaugh and Pamela Arkin
This is a benefit performance for the Theatre Scholarship Fund:
$3.00 for Longwood students, faculty, & staff; $5.00 for others.
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Lady Sticks Defeat
Cavalier Club
By GREG PROUTT
Longwood College's field
hockey team defeated the Cavalier Club of Richmond 5-2 Saturday In an exhibition match at
Barlow Field. Sophomore Missy
Moran and senior Theresa Platte
scored two goals each to pace
coach Sandy Brldgeman's squad
to victory. The Lady Lancers will
carry a record of 2-7-1 Into a
home contest Wednesday
against Wake Forest at 4:30.
Moran scored both her goals
in the first half as Longwood led
2-0 at the Intermission, with
freshman goalie Sara Hogan getting the first half shutout with
several nice saves. Longwood
controlled the games tempo very
effectively the opening 35-mlnutes.
Trie Lady Lancers substituted
freely the second half, but still
managed to build their lead to 50 midway through the second
stanza. Platte sandwiched her
goals around one by freshman

Clara Mauldln. The Cavalier
Club did manage two late goals
against freshman goalkeeper
Jen Bednarskl. who had several
nice saves as well.
"Our starters played very
well." commented Bridgcman.
Theresa Platte and Missy Moran
played especially strong games
for us."
Last Wednesday Division I
Radford University completely
dominated play as they defeated
visiting Longwood 3-0. Radford
led Just 1-0 at halftlme. as
Hogan recorded 11 saves In the
net. Michelle Malebranche
scored Radford's goal off an
assist from Dawn Lee at the
24:16 mark. Longwood managed
Just two shots the entire contest,
both coming In the first half.
Kokeda Sheppard and Kerstln
Braun added Insurance goals for
Radford after the Intermission,
as the Lady Highlanders continued to dominate. Hogan added
three saves In the second half to

The Rotunda October 7. 1991

Tennis Team In Next Week's Rotunda:
How Far Will
Fall From
Longwood's Sports Programs
Go To Win?
Unbeaten
Ranks

total 14 for the game. Senior
Hollle Phelps and Junior Kim
Hasson paced the Longwood defense with two defensive saves
each.
Through 10 games Junior
Jenny Wuebker leads the Lady
Lancers In scoring with three
goals totaling six points. Moran
Is among four tied with two
goals each, but has an assist on
the year to total five points.
Junior Denlse Hanley leads In
shot attempts with 38. while
senior Lara Clnl has attempted
25. Senior Carver Ports Is
perfect on two penalty-stroke
shots, while Wuebkers shotpercentage is next best at .30.
Moran continues to lead the
defense with 10 defensive saves
to Ports' five. Hogan has 80
saves In the net for a save
percentage of .733.
Longwood takes its last roadtrip of the year Sunday afternoon facing Division I American
University in Washington. D.C.

Longwood's dream of an un-.
beaten season In women's tennis
came to an end last Tuesday
when Hollins won three singles
and two doubles matches to
hand the Lady Lancers a 5-4
setback on the road near
Roanoke.
"It was a tough loss." said
coach Angle Coppedge. "But the
team played hard. I'm proud of
them."
Longwood played without
Heather Leach, who plays No. 5
singles and No. 3 doubles. Leach
suffered a back Injury last Monday and was not able to
compete.
"I think if Heather had been
there, we would have won." said
Coppedge. "Amy Thomas filled in
well for her in singles, but we
missed her in doubles."
Singles winners for Longwood
were Jenny Holm at No. 1.
Melanle Saunders at No. 3 and
Thomas, subbing for Leach, at
No. 5. Saunders and Klmber
Bear won their match at No. 2
doubles, but Longwood lost at
No. 1 and No. 3 doubles.
Now 5-1 with two matches
left. Longwood can still finish
with one of its best records ever
in women's tennis. The Lady
Lancers play at Virginia Wes
leyan Monday and wind up the
fall season with a home match
Wednesday against RandolphMacon Woman's College at 3
p.m.

Lady Golfers
Finish Strong
At Duke
Invitational
Moving up the last two days
after a slow start. Longwood's
women's golf team finished 10th
out of 17 teams at the Duke
University Fall Invitational
Friday through Sunday at Duke
Golf Course In Durham. N.C.
Longwood. led by senior cocaptaln Ami Schonauer. shot
338 328 329 995. Duke carded
a 298-308-305-911 to beat
second place North Carolina
(918) by seven strokes. Kim
Cayce of Duke won a playoff for
the individual title, after
shooting 71-78-75-224 to tie
Wake Forest's Stephanie Nelll.
Schonauer. who tied for 24th
in a field of 89 golfers, shot an
81-82-77-240.
Freshman
Brenda Campbell-Harris was
next at 84-82-81-247 to Ue for
35th. Junior Anna Radford shot

Next up for Longwood Is the
Penn State Lady Lion Invitational this weekend at State College. Pa. The
36 hole
tournament will be played
Saturday and Sunday.
Duke Invitational Team
Scores: Duke 911. North Carolina 918. Wake Forest 932.
Ohio State 940. Illinois 942,
Florida 943. Methodist 986.
Michigan State 988. Penn State
993. Longwood 995. James
Madison 998. Rollins 1004.
William & Mary 1007. Wlnthrop
1034. UNC Creensboro 1039.
Coastal Carolina 1045 and College of Charleston 1047.

86 80 85 251 for 47th place.
Senior Sherry Evans had an 8884-86-258 and freshman
Charlaine Coetzee shot 87-8588 260.

Come visit the team at

Longwood Kickers Drop Two
Longwood dropped a pair of
soccer contests last week, falling
to VMI Saturday 2-1 on the road
and to visiting Mary Washington
3 1 Wednesday afternoon at
First Avenue Field, dimming the
Lancers' chances of making the
Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer
Association Playoffs.
The Lancers, now 5 7 with
four straight losses, will seek to
bounce back this week when
they visit Shenandoah Wednesday for a 3:30 contest and travel
to Pennsylvania for a pair of
games next weekend. Longwood
plays at East Stroudsburg Sunday at 2 p.m. and at Mlllersvllle
next Monday at 4 p.m.
Saturday at VMI. coach Stan
Clepllnskl was forced to play
without starting backs Pat Temple. Jason Casano and Jeff Bo
gushefsky. who were out with
Injuries. Senior Dave Mazzuca.
and Juniors T. J. Shephardson

and Scott Gllsson filled in well
against the Keydets.
With freshman Jay Andersen
getting the start at goalkeeper,
the Lancers battled to a 0-0 tie
at the half Saturday. The
Keydets got on the board about
23 minutes Into the second half,
but Longwood came back to
score five minutes later as Todd
Dyer converted a Ted Doran
pass for a 1-1 score.
The Keydets scored the winning goal with about seven minutes left against Lancer senior
goalkeeper Jeff Chewnlng who
entered the game when Anderson was shaken up.
Eaglet Top Longwood 3-1
Mary Washington got two
goals from Tony Trepal and one
from Dodd Terry to win Wednesday's game. Terry's goal came In
the first half for a 1 0 edge. Then
Trepal converted early in the
second half for a 2-0 lead.

Doran put Longwood on the
board late In the second half
when he gained brief control of a
ricochet off the Eagle goalkeeper
and nudged the ball Just Inside
the goal on the left side. It was
Doran's fifth goal of the season.
Longwood had several chances
to knot the count but was
unable to convert.
Trepal put the game on ice
with less than a minute to go
when he deftly kicked a flyer
over Chewnlngs head. Chewnlng
protested that the Eagles were
offside, to no avail.
The loss dropped the Lancers
to 2-2 In the VISA Eastern Dlvl
slon. Both Mary Washington (2
0) and Christopher-Newport (3
1) are ahead of the Lancers in
the VISA standings and both
have beaten Longwood. Only the
top two teams In each division
advance to the playoffs.

FORMAL DRESSES
over 300 in stock
knee length to full length
priced from $90 to $260
sizing free

sizes 4-44 available
sequins, taffeta, velvet,
lingerie, shoes, hose, jewelry,!

gloves, and much more!
FREE alterations on full price formal wear!

50 % Off

DOWNTOWN
MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE

jewelry when
you purchase
a full price
formal gown!
Offer good through
v. 30,1991.
Student ID required.
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20% OFF
all regular priced services with
purchase of a formal gown at the
ESther May ShOp. (Student ID required)
•hair and makeup $25
•guy's cut $7.50

•manicure $8.50

Downtown Farmville
"Rear of Esther May Shop"
392-4559

FARMVILLE
IAMUSEMENT CENTER
W. Third St.

FALL

392-1644

& WINTER SPECIAL
MINI-GOLF

_ 18 Holes - $2.50 or
• Play All Day - $3.00 •

TRY OUR BATTING CAGES
Video Arcade & Snack Bar!
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